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We met for lunch at El Burrito Mexicano, a tiny Mexican lunch counter under the 
Red Line “El” tracks. I arrived first and took a seat, facing the door. Behind me 
the TV showed highlights from the Mexican Soccer League. I felt nervous and 
unsure. How would I be received by a famous revolutionary—an upper-middleclass 
American kid asking a communist hero questions? Then I spotted him in 
the doorway and my breath caught in my throat. In his overcoat, beard, and beret 
he looked as if he had just stepped out from one of Batista’s “wanted” posters. I 
rose to greet Ernesto “Che” Guevara and we shook hands. At the counter we 
ordered: he, enchiladas verdes and a beer, and I, a burrito and two “limonadas.” 
The food arrived and we began to talk. 
I told him that I felt honored to meet him and that I admired him greatly for his 
approach to life. He saw the plight of Latin America’s poor and tried to improve 
their state but went about it on his own terms, not on society’s. He waved away 
my praise with his food-laden fork, responding that he was happy to be here and 
that it was nice to get out once in a while. Our conversation moved on to his 
youth and the early choices that set him on his path to becoming a revolutionary. 
I have always been curious about what drove Che Guevara to abandon his 
medical career and take military action to improve the lot of Cuba’s poor. Why did 
he feel that he could do more for the poor as a guerilla leader than as a doctor? 
His answer was concise: as he came of age he began to realize that the political 
situation in Latin America had become unacceptable and had to be changed as 
soon as possible. He saw in many nations “tin-pot” dictators reliant on the United 
States for economic and military aid, ruining their nations and destroying the lives 
of their people. He felt morally obligated to change this situation and believed he 
could help more people in a more direct manner as a warrior rather than as a 
doctor. Next I asked why he chose communism as the means of achieving his 
goals. 
He replied that communism was merely a means to an end. That end was a 
Central and South America run by its citizens, free of foreign intervention. In his 
opinion communism was the best way to realize this dream. I agreed that a 
nation should be run by and for its citizens, but I hesitated to agree 
wholeheartedly. I was concerned by his exclusive emphasis on Latin Americans. 
His description, as I interpreted it, implied a nationalism and exclusion of others, 
most notably Americans. I felt that this focus on “Latin Americanism” could easily 
lead to the outbreak of war in the region. 


